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INTRODUCTION

Given the advances in technology and advertising tools
we’ve experienced over the past several years, it’s no
surprise that e-commerce has grown simultaneously with
the COVID-19 pandemic propelling online sales even more
than normal. 

According to Statista, more than two billion people made
online purchases in 2021, with e-retail sales projected to
hit $5.4 trillion USD worldwide in 2022. AdWeek also
reports that there has been a massive shift in consumer
behavior when it comes to shopping over the past year—
72% of consumers plan to make regular purchases
online vs. only 57% of consumers saying they’ll be shopping
in-person. With this shift comes the need for platforms,
brands, and influencers alike to pivot their strategies
accordingly. 

Creators are conscious of the fact that influencer strategies
will be adapting. Ben Brausen of @beerbrewin has shared:

"Real results matter now. Previously, brands were happy to
pour money into influencer programs and get some 'likes' in
return. Those times are past and brands now demand real
results (sales, etc.) from their partnerships. They want real
measurement beyond just modest increases in followers.
Influencers need to be able to show those results or brands
will find those that can.”

Ben Brausen
@beerbrewin

https://www.statista.com/statistics/379046/worldwide-retail-e-commerce-sales/
https://www.statista.com/statistics/251666/number-of-digital-buyers-worldwide/
https://www.statista.com/statistics/379046/worldwide-retail-e-commerce-sales/
https://www.adweek.com/commerce/social-media-new-storefront/
https://www.instagram.com/beerbrewin/
https://www.instagram.com/beerbrewin/


Standalone influencer marketing campaigns

Always-on referral programs

Affiliate programs

Ratings and reviews programs

Content syndication to retail partners 

So, with that said, are you a marketer working for an e-
commerce brand or one that has a strong focus on
driving online sales? If yes, this guide is for you. With the
immense and continued growth of e-commerce, it’s vital for
brands to understand how creators can drive conversions
to reach business and marketing goals.

After reading this resource, you’ll walk away with an
understanding of how to best drive e-commerce sales
across your entire customer journey through the following
influencer marketing methods:

Standalone Influencer Marketing Campaigns

Always-On Referral Programs

Affiliate Programs

Ratings & Reviews Programs

Content Syndication to Retail Partners
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DRIVE E-COMMERCE SALES ACROSS YOUR
ENTIRE CUSTOMER JOURNEY

Let’s first start off with an understanding of the marketing
funnel with respect to influencer marketing strategy. Brand
marketers can leverage influencers and creators throughout
every stage of the marketing funnel to generate social proof  
— the idea that what consumers say online is more
trustworthy than what brands say to consumers. Social
proof at multiple touchpoints accelerates the customer
journey, ultimately maximizing ROI. Here’s a breakdown of
the funnel and how marketers can work with creators at
each stage.

1) Awareness: Generate awareness with impressions or
views, plus live engagement via live streams. Run
campaigns with creators that focus on live streaming (like
Twitch) or short-form video (like TikTok or Instagram).

2) Interest: Partner with influencers on Instagram to drive
awareness, impressions, or views and engagements; use
high-quality influencer-generated content (IGC) to promote
your brand. In addition, leverage surveys to conduct creator
and consumer research on your target audience and/or
product feedback, innovation, industry trends, etc.

3) Consideration: Use blogs to generate awareness or
impressions and create SEO-rich, long-form, evergreen blog
content. In addition, use YouTube to drive views or website
traffic via YouTube videos. Pinterest is also great for
producing evergreen content that consumers can discover
via intentional search. 

4) Intent: Through intent and evaluation, use reviews to
increase e-commerce conversions, conversion value, brand
lift, and trust. Pinterest is also a great channel for driving
conversions or sales, or for boosting website traffic.

https://www.mavrck.co/influencer-marketing-social-proof/
https://info.mavrck.co/hubfs/Twitch_Influencer_Marketing_Guide.pdf
https://info.mavrck.co/hubfs/TikTok_Influencer_Marketing_Guide_One_Sheeter.pdf
https://info.mavrck.co/hubfs/Instagram_Influencer_Marketing_Guide.pdf
https://info.mavrck.co/hubfs/Instagram_Influencer_Marketing_Guide.pdf
https://www.mavrck.co/influencer-marketing-influencers-as-strategic-consultants/
https://info.mavrck.co/hubfs/Blog_Influencer_Marketing_Guide.pdf
https://info.mavrck.co/hubfs/YouTube_Influencer_Marketing_Guide.pdf
https://info.mavrck.co/hubfs/Pinterest_Influencer_Marketing_Guide.pdf
https://www.mavrck.co/influencer-marketing-reviews-strategy/


5) Evaluation: Use reviews for this stage as well along with
Pinterest. 

6) Purchase: Drive sales through coupon codes and
tracking links to prove ROI; allow list (previously called
"whitelist") influencer content to run paid media ads and
drive purchases. Leverage affiliate links in tandem with
influencer marketing efforts to generate conversions. 

STRATEGIES TO DRIVE E-COMMERCE SALES
VIA INFLUENCER MARKETING

Now let’s dive into each of the methods and influencer
marketing strategies that brands can utilize to drive e-
commerce sales. 

Standalone Influencer Marketing Campaigns

When looking at the basic tracking you can include in every
influencer marketing campaign, regardless of add-on
strategy, UTM links are an important aspect for tracking
clicks and conversions. Given our Pixel integration, tracking
capabilities in the Mavrck platform empower brands to
measure whether the traffic on creator content is a click or
a conversion.

In addition, tracking promotional codes, redemption
codes, and discount codes will help attach a dollar
value to the hard work that influencers are doing. As a
result, brand marketers are able to fight for more budget to
support influencer marketing endeavors.

And let’s not forget the connection that link tracking and
promo codes have to shoppable content. As platforms start
implementing upgrades that allow consumers to shop
directly from creator content, the links they’ll be sharing will
hold a lot of data (and value). Instagram’s global link sticker
feature, for example, can help brands point to sales
occurring as a direct result of creator content.

Shoppable live streams should also be considered.
According to Mavrck data, 72% of creators surveyed
have not yet done a shoppable live stream before, but
they are interested in doing one. In addition, 65% of
respondents have used or want to use Instagram Live to
run a shoppable live stream, followed by 15% for Facebook
Live, and 10% for TikTok LIVE. 

https://www.mavrck.co/how-to-leverage-influencers-through-promotions-coupon-codes-and-tracking-links/
https://www.mavrck.co/influencer-paid-media/
https://info.mavrck.co/hubfs/Mavrck_Paid_Media_Overview.pdf
https://info.mavrck.co/hubfs/Affiliate-and-Influencer-Marketing-webinar.pdf
https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/what-are-utm-tracking-codes-ht#:~:text=UTM%20(Urchin%20Tracking%20Module)%20codes,a%20link%20to%20this%20URL.&text=UTM%20codes%20are%20also%20known,website%20traffic%20from%20its%20origin.
https://www.mavrck.co/ig-link-stickers/
https://info.mavrck.co/influencer-marketing-pulse-survey-report-vol-11


Not only does Mavrck findings support shoppable content,
but eMarketer has reported that U.S. consumers who buy
products and services through social media grew 25.2% in
2020, to 80.1 million, with a predicted growth of 12.9% in
2021, to 90.4 million social commerce buyers. It’s clear that
brands have a huge opportunity to test out campaigns
focusing on shoppable content and capitalize on the
untapped demand for them driven by creator partners. 

Always-On Referral Programs

Next, let’s talk about activating referrers, who will share
about your brand if the incentive is right while putting
limited effort forward (i.e. copying and pasting a link). As a
reference point, here’s the spectrum of influence and the
tiers we’ve identified that marketers can activate based
on specific brand goals and KPIs.

https://www.emarketer.com/content/social-commerce-2021
https://www.emarketer.com/content/social-commerce-2021


Affiliate Programs

In tandem with tracking links, affiliate content is a great way
to get attention on those trackable affiliate links. As a quick
review, affiliate marketing is the process of earning a
commission by promoting a company’s products. The
“publisher” finds a product they like, promotes it to others,
then earns a piece of the profit from the “merchant” for
each sale that they make. 

More than 80% of brands run affiliate programs as part
of their marketing strategy, so we know it’s a tactic that is
increasingly used to support performance marketing
efforts. According to Statista, companies are projected to
spend $8.2 billion on affiliate marketing by 2022, an
increase from $5.4 billion spent on affiliate in 2017.

So how do brands best work with influencers to drive
affiliate sales? We recommend working with a mix of
macro- and micro-influencers to share affiliate links in their
sponsored content. A recent Mavrck survey concluded
that 74% of our creator respondents across different
tiers of influence have participated in an affiliate
program. Brands should pair influencer efforts with
affiliate programs to achieve better partnerships and drive
meaningful ROI. Keep reading for the top five reasons
why affiliate and influencer marketing work better
together.

Measuring sales from referral links or coupon codes
Sales lift studies
Loyalty member life-time value (LTV) increase
New member acquisition, activation, and engagement 

So how do brands create referral programs, you might ask?
The first step is to recruit individuals to the program,
whether those people come from an existing loyalty
member base, your brand's website traffic, or even a vast
influencer network, such as Mavrck’s Influencer Index. 

Next, the referrers are asked to amplify product pages
or content links to their social networks in return for
loyalty points they can redeem for products or discount
codes to the brand site. With the ultimate business
objective of increasing online sales, these referrers will
share coupon codes or promotions via their amplification in
order to drive clicks and conversions for your brand. 

Marketers can measure ROI through a number of ways,
including:

https://www.mavrck.co/affiliate-stcdeepdive/
https://info.mavrck.co/influencer-marketing-affiliate-faq
https://mediakix.com/blog/affiliate-marketing-statistics/
https://www.statista.com/statistics/693438/affiliate-marketing-spending/
https://info.mavrck.co/influencer-marketing-pulse-survey-report-vol-8


Ratings and Reviews Programs

While social media is critical for purchase inspiration,
consumers increasingly trust and rely on reviews and
recommendations when deciding what to buy. But it's not
just star ratings—product photos, videos, and other
forms of social proof paired with written reviews are
driving purchase intent and are enabling customers to
evaluate personalized viewpoints about a product, its
features, and expected performance.

1) Influencer marketing is growing and marketers
are looking to tie ROI back to influencers. With
spending on creators increasing 16x over five years to
over $8 billion in 2020, we’re only going to see greater
growth within the influencer marketing industry in the
near future. Marketers should tie more compelling data
through affiliate programs with influencers to
understand who’s driving sales and how to optimize
based on that information.

2) Influencers, not just publishers, are ideal for
affiliate and influencer marketing. Influencers are
intent on creating quality content that simultaneously
sells a brand’s product or service. Brands can benefit
from both performance and high-quality content when
working with influencers as affiliates.

3) Consumers prefer to shop online and seek
recommendations from people they trust. According
to Digital Marketing Institute, 49% of consumers trust
influencers when buying products/services and 82% of
consumers trust social media to help them make
purchase decisions. Create an easier path to purchase by
working with creators.

4) Influencers are masters of building engaged
audiences and creating trustworthy content. Content
creators are the trusted experts within their niches and
will provide in-depth product knowledge when sharing
affiliate links on behalf of your brand.

5) Influencers are motivated by performance-based
metrics and incentives. Influencers are inherently
motivated by performance. Test out offering creators a
flat fee for content and then an additional commission
for the sales or conversions they drive via affiliate links
to enhance your creator partnerships.

https://dhruvp3367.medium.com/why-influencers-will-become-the-largest-distribution-networks-this-decade-154e19c8804c
https://digitalmarketinginstitute.com/blog/20-influencer-marketing-statistics-that-will-surprise-you


According to a 2021 report from PowerReviews—based on
data pulled from consumer interactions with over 1.5
million pages from 1,200+ retail and brand websites—
those who see one to ten reviews on a page are 52.2%
more likely to purchase vs. those who visit pages with no
reviews. 

In addition, 68% of shoppers want to see 26+ reviews
before they consider buying a product. The report also
indicates that 99.9% of shoppers read reviews, with
98% of them considering reviews essential when it
comes to their purchase decisions.

Generating the breadth and volume of product reviews
coverage required for impact can be a daunting task
without the right tools. But for marketers executing
influencer marketing programs, ratings and reviews
generation is a value-add opportunity that can be
streamlined with a technology platform like Mavrck. 

By prompting influencers—who have just shared their
product experiences on their social channels via their
content—to submit a review as well, marketers can
increase efficiencies and better integrate social proof at
every touchpoint of the customer experience.

So as a recap, here are three key benefits to running
review programs in conjunction with activating
influencers:

1) Increase E-Commerce Conversions: Ratings and
reviews on e-commerce websites have been proven to
result in an increase of conversion rates. According to
the Shopper Experience Index 2021 report from
Bazaarvoice, leveraging influencer and consumer-
created reviews can increase conversions by up to 138%.

2) Increase E-Commerce Conversion Value: Increases
in review volume and product ratings online have
correlated directly with sales lift. More reviews lead to
more purchases. A past Shopper Experience Index by
Bazaarvoice reported that there’s a 159% revenue lift
per shopper visiting a product page that has reviews.

3) Brand Lift and Trust: Consumers rely heavily on
recommendations from influencers when making
purchase decisions. According to Nielsen, 92% of
consumers trust other people’s recommendations, even
if they don’t know them.

https://www.powerreviews.com/blog/review-volume-conversion-impact/?mkt_tok=NjUzLURNWi0xMDYAAAGBWOirhYcz0GVW3qWF_ZBHd0vIeYSopKBn4PqKqdwxWUB5W2lDiFtyIg7_SacOCBZi9zMq9ElKFifzNQkKPZvQQlZpmASFb5Mk7uMlq0OcIOI
https://www.powerreviews.com/blog/review-volume-conversion-impact/?mkt_tok=NjUzLURNWi0xMDYAAAGBWOirhYcz0GVW3qWF_ZBHd0vIeYSopKBn4PqKqdwxWUB5W2lDiFtyIg7_SacOCBZi9zMq9ElKFifzNQkKPZvQQlZpmASFb5Mk7uMlq0OcIOI
https://www.powerreviews.com/blog/review-volume-conversion-impact/?mkt_tok=NjUzLURNWi0xMDYAAAGBWOirhYcz0GVW3qWF_ZBHd0vIeYSopKBn4PqKqdwxWUB5W2lDiFtyIg7_SacOCBZi9zMq9ElKFifzNQkKPZvQQlZpmASFb5Mk7uMlq0OcIOI
https://www.bazaarvoice.com/resources/shopper-experience-index-2021/
https://www.nielsen.com/us/en/insights/article/2012/consumer-trust-in-online-social-and-mobile-advertising-grows/#:~:text=According%20to%20Nielsen%27s%20latest%20Global,an%20increase%20of%2018%20percent


1) Curating the content that performs best. Find an
influencer marketing platform that offers reporting
capabilities that allows brand marketers to easily identify
top-performing content alongside top-performing
creators who can become long-term partners with your
brand.

2) Managing all incoming IGC. Utilize automated
workflows to syndicate IGC to e-commerce platforms,
increase conversions on product pages with influencer
images and video, launch new products with star ratings
and reviews, plus give shoppers product inspiration via
IGC.

3) Deciding what channels to repurpose IGC on.
Leverage strategic partners to get guidance on how to
get the most from influencer content with syndication
support and counsel.

Content Syndication to Retail Partners

According to Entrepreneur, Sprout Social has reported that
85% of customers will only purchase a product after seeing
it multiple times. In addition, per Forbes, one survey of
1,590 consumers reported that 79% of respondents said
user-generated content (UGC) greatly impacts their
purchase decisions. 

With the above in mind, brand marketers should repurpose
high-quality influencer content across touch points to
accelerate the path to purchase and drive more online
sales. By doing so, brands will be able to drive higher
conversion rates and sales, give shoppers product
inspiration with authentic influencer content, plus drive
more sales on retailer partner sites. 

Marketers should consider amplifying  influencer-generated
content (IGC) across not only the brand’s own and paid
channels on social media, but also across mediums like the
brand’s e-commerce site/blog, within in-store videos, on
digital billboards or mall kiosks, and in printed
lookbooks or other marketing materials.

Consider the following challenges when it comes to content
syndication: 

https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/386509
https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbesagencycouncil/2021/11/04/4-marketing-tips-for-e-commerce-startups-in-2022/?sh=698bea503996


Affiliate & Influencer Marketing Guide

Measuring ROI on Influencer Marketing

Guide to Brand Ambassador Programs

How to Work with Influencers to Drive Conversions

INFLUENCER MARKETING RESOURCES:

STAY IN THE KNOW: 

Subscribe to Subject-to-Change, our weekly influencer
marketing newsletter that keeps you up-to-date on all
the social media and influencer marketing news and
trends worth knowing (and sharing). 

LEARN MORE

SCHEDULE A FREE CONSULTATION

https://info.mavrck.co/influencer-marketing-affiliate-faq
https://info.mavrck.co/info.mavrck.co/webinar-measuring-roi-influencer-marketing
https://info.mavrck.co/influencer-marketing-ambassdor-program-guide
https://info.mavrck.co/influencer-marketing-work-with-influencers-to-drive-conversions
https://info.mavrck.co/influencer-marketing-strategy-subscribe-to-subject-to-change
https://info.mavrck.co/request-a-mavrck-demo

